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Hotaru

Hotaru is a NPC In Use By GM or FM played by Cowboy.

Hotaru

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja
Organization: Star Army
Occupation: Science

Rank: Shoi Kohosei
Current Placement: YSS Wakaba

Physical Description

Height: 5'4“

Skin color: Very Tan

Hair Color: Black

Hair Style: Hotaru sports a bob style haircut.

Eye Color: Purple

Distinguishing features: Hotaru has a tattoo of a dragon on her arm. This is very unique as she is a neko.
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She looks thin, almost sickly, but is actually very strong and tough.

Personality

Likes: Playing music, she plays the guitar. Reading books. Quite research. Coming up with new tech
gadgets and cybernetics with her sister.. Loves her sister, even though she gets teased by her a lot, and
her parents. Dislikes: Being picket on. Fighting.

Hotaru is very quite and even a little bit timid. She's very affectional to her friends and family. She really
doesn't like fighting, although she is very skilled at it. She is fiercely loyal to her friends, and will do
anything to protect them even if it means fighting.

History

Hotaru was born 30日 4月 44 in YSS Wakaba. Hotaru and her twin sister Ryoko were born under quite
extraordinary circumstances. Their parents were aboard the YSS Wakaba when it went missing. Through
some space anomaly, the ship had been transported many sectors away from their homeland. After
several months of fighting just to survive, and help supplement their rapidly dwindling crew, the crew
were given special permission to increase their numbers naturally.

But for Ryoko and Hotaru's parents were a bit different. Their father was the Captain and their mother
was the senior Joto Heisho and leader of the famous Angels of Death. Although their 'childhood' was quite
short, they were very much loved by both their parents.
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Hotaru is the younger of the two, by a full five minuets. She is also smaller than her sister in both size
and personality, favoring her mother more than her father. She is very quite and enjoys spending hours
either doing research or playing music.

Hotaru is a science specialist speciating in Biological Sciences especially genetics and cybernetics. In
fact, at just 3 months, she designed and with the help of her sister, built her father a cybernetic leg
replacement.

Skills Learned

Hotaru possesses all the basic skills of a trained neko. Although they are far from basic in the fighting
area. Having a mother who has been trained by Rangers, Giretsu and even samurai and who passed
those skills on to her daughter has given her advanced skills in combat.

She also contains science skills speciating in Biological Sciences especially genetics and cybernetics.

Social Connections

Hotaru is connected to:

Father: Thomas Canterbury Mother: Setsunu Meiosei Sister: Ryoko Others: Canterbury Clan

Inventory & Finance

Hotaru has the following:

Straight Silver Blade, Aether Spear

Hotaru currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by cowboy on 06, 09 2023 at 16:59 using the Character Template Form.

Inspiration came from Sailor Saturn from the show, Sailor Moon.

In the case @@Character Owner@@ becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
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OOC Notes

Cowboy created this article on 2023/06/09 17:07.

Character Data
Character Name Hotaru
Character Owner Cowboy
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location YSS Wakaba
Plots YSS Wakaba Plot
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi Kohosei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Science Officer
SAOY Assignment YSS Wakaba
Battlestation Repel boarders
Battle Buddy Ryoko
Callsign Fire Fly
SAOY Entry Year YE 44
SAOY Entry Month 7
DOR Year YE 46
DOR Month 1
Orders Orders
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